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Bootleg 5 is a standalone Windows program written in C# 4.0. Bootleg 5 has been tested and works under Windows 7/XP/Vista/2000 and Server 2003, Server 2008, Vista, and Server 2008
R2. Bootleg 5 was designed as a "Universal Data Collection System." Bootleg 5 can store data in a Microsoft Jet database, MySQL database, or in a local Windows file-based database.
Bootleg 5 can store detailed information on all recordings or just a subset of those recordings. Bootleg 5 can store detailed information on all songs or just a subset of those songs. Bootleg 5
was created with database functionality in mind. Data is stored in a number of tables and queries. Information can be retrieved very quickly. Data is not stored in the database directly; only
the data that is relevant to a record is stored. Other records store a reference to the "original" data. All data can be exported to and imported from standard SQL commands files (CSV and
SQL) and from a file-based Bootleg 5 database. Bootleg 5 is a standalone program. Bootleg 5 does not depend on any other programs or servers. Bootleg 5 can work in a single-user
environment or on a network. Bootleg 5 can handle gigabytes of data, but it will take some time to open the database. Key Features: ￭ record all song and disc data on a specific song or disc
(all or a subset of data) in a local file-based database ￭ display all recordings of a specific song ￭ display all recordings on a specific disc (or tapes) ￭ display all songs on a disc (or tapes) ￭
display all discs on a tape (or tapes) ￭ print song and disc data ￭ print song and disc data ￭ save data in a standard Microsoft SQL commands file (CSV and SQL) ￭ save song and disc data as
standard HTML ￭ save song and disc data as standard RTF ￭ save song and disc data as standard XML ￭ create custom plug-ins for exporting and importing data in other formats ￭ create
custom plug-ins for exporting and importing data in other formats ￭ create custom plug-ins for writing, exporting and importing data in other formats ￭ save all song and disc data in a local
Windows file-based database (no
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￭ define a set of macros for auto-recording, printing, and exporting data. ￭ define pre- and post-processing steps for all data ￭ define a collection of "set record" macros ￭ define a collection
of macro tools for resetting, clearing, finding, sorting, and saving the collection of all records ￭ the set of macros contains the following: ￭ rec1, rec2, rec3, rec4, rec5, rec6, rec7, rec8, rec9,
rec10, rec11, rec12, rec13, rec14, rec15, rec16, rec17, rec18, rec19, rec20 ￭ macros rec1-rec20 run once per record ￭ macro rec21 runs after rec16 ￭ macro rec21 prints a list of all the
songs in the collection to the screen ￭ the set of macros contains the following: ￭ des1, des2, des3, des4, des5, des6, des7, des8, des9, des10, des11, des12, des13, des14, des15, des16,
des17, des18, des19, des20 ￭ macros des1-des20 run once per disc ￭ macro des21 runs after des16 ￭ macro des21 prints a list of all the songs on a disc to the screen ￭ the set of macros
contains the following: ￭ rs1, rs2, rs3, rs4, rs5, rs6, rs7, rs8, rs9, rs10, rs11, rs12, rs13, rs14, rs15, rs16, rs17, rs18, rs19, rs20, rs21 ￭ macros rs1-rs20 run once per record ￭ macros rs21
runs after rs16 ￭ macro rs21 prints a list of all the songs on the disc to the screen Installation: (once again, this is where the pain starts) ￭ get the database
file.mdb,.accdb,.dbf,.mdf,.accdb,.accmdb,.sqlite3,.j3m3, and.txt. ￭ open the access file Bootleg Activation Code. 2edc1e01e8
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Bootleg 5 is a program for keeping track of a collection of bootleg LPs, singles, CD's etc. and all recordings on those discs. It also displays or prints the bootleg recordings of a specific song
or record. Bootleg 5 has 4 main window panes: ￭ Discs pane ￭ Songs pane ￭ Text pane ￭ HTML pane The program is based on the "Local Information Management Architecture" and uses the
Microsoft Jet Database Engine 4.0. The application runs on Windows 95, Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows CE, Windows XP, and later. Bootleg 5 can be used as a stand-alone
application with the following command-line options: ￭ option -o pathname - opens the songs window and prints the songs in the pathname ￭ option -d pathname - opens the discs pane and
prints the discs in the pathname ￭ option -t pathname - opens the discs pane and prints the discs in the pathname ￭ option -s pathname - opens the songs pane and prints the songs in the
pathname A wizard is used to create a collection of bootleg records. The wizard prompts for the following information: ￭ Name of collection ￭ Description ￭ The date the collection is created
￭ The name of the source ￭ The name of the destination When the wizard is complete, the collection can be saved to a MySQL database, a Microsoft Jet database or an Access database. The
selected save format is a file name and a table name (all filenames are created with the same name as the table). All songs in a collection can be viewed in the "Songs pane" and all records
on a disc can be viewed in the "Discs pane". The songs pane lists all recordings (of a specific song) on all discs in a collection. The records on a disc pane lists the recordings (all recordings
on a disc) of a specific recording (of a song). The records for a disc can be viewed with the details pane, or printed. If a song or a disc is edited, there is an option to move it to a different
folder (instead of deleting it). This option is enabled by default. The "Songs pane" and the "Discs pane" can be viewed without the title names and also can be viewed with the details pane
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Bootleg 1.1 is a library software utility written in Java (using JDBC) to be used to maintain a collection of bootleg vinyl records, tapes, cds, and mp3's. It can be used to search for and locate
recordings, keep track of them, display and print them, and even burn them. The program's name is based on the old bootleg music scene. It's often used to refer to illegal recordings. It can
record and burn track listings from a list, an online database, or a local text file. It supports track listings with and without information on the date of recording. Recordings can be saved in
text, as comma-separated values, or as tab delimited. There are several other features that make Bootleg stand out from other similar programs: ￭ Track listings can be searched with
regular expressions. It searches for several phrases and patterns, so the user does not have to know what they are looking for. ￭ Multiple concurrent threads can run simultaneously. ￭ The
program can be started in the background and run in the tray. ￭ A disc cover image can be placed in any of the images folders of the user's computer. ￭ Several types of audio file can be
recorded, like MP3, WAV, OGG Vorbis, AAC, etc. ￭ The program has been designed to be as user-friendly as possible, without sacrificing functionality. Requirements: ￭ A 500 MHz PC with 1
GB of RAM or better. ￭ Microsoft Jet 4.x driver (Microsoft Access driver, odbcjt32.dll and dao360.dll) or MySQL 3.23 or higher. Bootleg Description: This is a plug-in for Bootleg. It can be
used to write a custom database table for Bootleg and write the table in HTML. The Bootleg plug-in needs to be installed to make use of this feature. The main purpose of the Bootleg plug-in
is to add custom tables to Bootleg so that the user can create his/her own database and write its content in HTML. The tables that can be created are User-defined Fields (UDF), User-
defined Tables (UDT), User-defined Views (UDV), and User-defined Fields and Tables. It is possible to write any field or table, including those of other Bootleg plug-ins, in the format of an
HTML tag, such as input, textarea, select and checkbox. Each tag has an associated value. The order of tags determines their sequence when the table is displayed. Example code:
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System Requirements For Bootleg:

Windows® 8, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10, Windows® 7, or Mac OS 10.9 or higher Processor: 1.7 GHz dual core or faster processor Memory: 1 GB RAM Hard Disk Space: 2 GB available
space DirectX®: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Legal Notice: Pixxi Games and Pixxi Studios, Inc. all property rights for the games, graphics, and associated materials,
are owned by Pixxi Studios,
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